Use the Muscletrac Performance Therapy Device
For fast and effective soft tissue management.

Unlike other devices that only flatten the muscle like a rolling pin, the Muscletrac has been specifically designed to provide superficial to deep segmental penetration and stretching of the muscles and fascia. Like the hands of a skilled sports therapist the individual tracs of the Muscletrac quickly accesses tissue to locate and eliminate superficial and deep muscle/fascial tightness increasing tissue elasticity, improving biomechanics, alignment and muscle output.

Here are a few facts about the Muscletrac:

- The unique design of the Muscletrac wheels allows for superficial and deep penetration and stretching of the fascia and muscle tissue. This dual action improves tissue elasticity and flexibility for optimal muscle performance and force generation.

- The Muscletrac allows quick scanning of the entire body to identify and eliminate muscle and fascial restrictions such as muscle tightness, trigger points and adhesions—which improves tissue compliance, reduces the risk of injury and improves biomechanics.

- The Muscletrac enhances pre-training warm-up and post-training recovery by creating a dramatic hyperemic response, increasing blood flow, enhancing oxygen and nutrient delivery to the muscle tissue while encouraging metabolic waste product removal.

- When applied rapidly and lightly the treads of the Muscletrac wheels create pronounced mechanoreceptor stimulation to inhibit nociceptive input thereby resetting muscle tone and giving the muscle a feeling of lightness.

- Used and preferred by athletes in the USTA, MLB, NBA, NFL, NCAA and top physicians, therapists, trainers and coaches for promoting muscle regeneration and treating myofascial restrictions.

- An athlete’s therapist 24/7... for superficial or deep tissue work.

- The Muscletrac is compact and portable, accommodating the traveling trainer or athlete.

We are confident that the Muscletrac would be a valuable addition to your athletes “training and recovery toolbox” to enhance overall muscle recovery and performance. For additional information about the Muscletrac, please visit us at www.muscletrac.com

Committed to Health and Performance,

Dr. David Fitzmaurice, D.C., C.C.S.P
Muscletrac Technologies
www.muscletrac.com